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SvetelnSvetelnáá mikroskopiamikroskopia

TransmisnTransmisnáá
ReflexnReflexnáá

In In vivovivo
Ex Ex vivovivo
In In vitrovitro
TrvalTrvaléé preparpreparáátyty



Skenovacia elektrSkenovacia elektróónovnováá
mikroskopiamikroskopia



TransmisnTransmisnáá elektrelektróónovnováá
mikroskopiamikroskopia



FluorescenFluorescenččnnáá mikroskopiamikroskopia
AutofluorescenciaAutofluorescencia
EmisnEmisnéé a a exitaexitaččnnéé spektrspektráá



KonfokKonfokáálnalna mikroskopiamikroskopia
PrincPrincíípp-- pinholapinhola
X Y ZX Y Z
ČČasovo rozlasovo rozlíšíšenenáá mikroskopiamikroskopia



Zobrazovanie orgZobrazovanie orgáánov a nov a 
orgorgáánových systnových systéémovmov

RRööntgen a CTntgen a CT
MRIMRI
PETPET



X-rays
CT Scanand
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Cathode Ray Tubes (CRT)Cathode Ray Tubes (CRT)



How XHow X--rays are Createdrays are Created

XX--rays are produced when cathode rays are produced when cathode 
rays hit a material object.rays hit a material object.
The rays will then permeate the atoms The rays will then permeate the atoms 
of the material. of the material. 
The electrons in the ray cause some The electrons in the ray cause some 
electrons close to the nucleus  to be electrons close to the nucleus  to be 
knocked out of place, the vacancy will knocked out of place, the vacancy will 
then be occupied by an electron from then be occupied by an electron from 
a higher shell.a higher shell.
This process causes differences in the This process causes differences in the 
binding energy of the atom; these binding energy of the atom; these 
differences are released as differences are released as 
monoenergeticmonoenergetic photons.photons.



How XHow X--rays are Createdrays are Created

Some electrons from the cathode Some electrons from the cathode 
ray may also come in close ray may also come in close 
contact to the nuclei of some contact to the nuclei of some 
atoms.atoms.
These projected electrons are These projected electrons are 
then deviated by the then deviated by the 
electromagnetic interaction.electromagnetic interaction.
This interaction then causes This interaction then causes 
photons to be released; this photons to be released; this 
process is called process is called BremsstrahlungBremsstrahlung
(breaking radiation).(breaking radiation).



How XHow X--rays Behaverays Behave



XX--raysrays

History, Discovery, and medical History, Discovery, and medical 
applicationsapplications



Beginnings of a new discoveryBeginnings of a new discovery

Discovered:Discovered:
November 8, 1895November 8, 1895
Physical Institute of the Physical Institute of the 
University of University of WWüürzburgrzburg
laboratory in Germanylaboratory in Germany
Wilhelm Conrad Wilhelm Conrad RRööntgenntgen
(1845(1845--1923)1923)

Dean at the Julius Dean at the Julius 
Maximilian University of Maximilian University of 
WWüürzburgrzburg
1901: won the first Nobel 1901: won the first Nobel 
prize in physicsprize in physics

Above: Wilhelm Röntgen



Left: Physical Institute 
of the University of 
Würzburg laboratory

Right: Inside Physical 
Institute laboratory where 
first x-ray was observed



Conditions for xConditions for x--ray discoveryray discovery
Darkened roomDarkened room
CrookeCrooke’’s tube fitted with anode and s tube fitted with anode and 
cathodecathode
CrookeCrooke’’s tube covered with lights tube covered with light--
proof cardboard jacketproof cardboard jacket
Screen of fluorescent material a few Screen of fluorescent material a few 
feet away from apparatusfeet away from apparatus

Left: outdated water-cooled 
x-ray tube



On December 28, 1895:On December 28, 1895:
RRööntgenntgen submitted his submitted his 
""UberUber eineeine neueneue Art von Art von 
StrahlenStrahlen" : " : ““On a New On a New 
Kind of RaysKind of Rays””
Submitted to the  Submitted to the  
Proceedings of the Proceedings of the 
Physical Medical Society Physical Medical Society 
of of WurburgWurburg
Included the famous xIncluded the famous x--
ray of his wiferay of his wife’’s, Bertha s, Bertha 
RRööntgenntgen, hand, hand

Mrs. Röntgen’s hand, the first x-
ray picture of a human body



FollowFollow--up discoveriesup discoveries

1895: Thomas Edison develops hand1895: Thomas Edison develops hand--held held 
flouroscopeflouroscope

Becomes standard instrument for medical xBecomes standard instrument for medical x--ray ray 
examinationsexaminations

Above: Wives and female assistants Above: electricians and 
photographers



3)X3)X--ray machine ray machine --electrode pair electrode pair 
(anode and cathode) in glass (anode and cathode) in glass 
vacuum tube vacuum tube 

--current goes through heated current goes through heated 
filament (cathode), causes filament (cathode), causes 
electron movement off surface electron movement off surface 
--tungsten anode draws electrons tungsten anode draws electrons 
across tube across tube --voltage difference=> voltage difference=> 
huge forcehuge force-- causes electron to fall causes electron to fall 
to lower energy level to lower energy level 
This causes the emission of high This causes the emission of high 
energy photons, which can energy photons, which can 
penetrate through body tissues, penetrate through body tissues, 
which results in the xwhich results in the x--ray images ray images 
used for diagnosticsused for diagnostics



XX--ray Machineray Machine



2121stst century xcentury x--ray technologyray technology
Digital xDigital x--raysrays

Displayed images Displayed images 
immediatelyimmediately
Stored electronicallyStored electronically
Quick and effective Quick and effective 
diagnosticdiagnostic
Lower dosage of Lower dosage of 
radiationradiation
Curved arrays of Curved arrays of 
digital sensors digital sensors 
enable less painful enable less painful 
mammogramsmammograms
Amorphous silicon Amorphous silicon 
radiographyradiography



Digital XDigital X--ray contrastsray contrasts

Normal x-ray scan

bone image

soft tissue image



Branches of xBranches of x--ray researchray research
XX--ray astronomyray astronomy

Observational branch Observational branch 
of astronomy that of astronomy that 
deals with study of xdeals with study of x--
ray emission from ray emission from 
celestial objects.celestial objects.

XX--ray telescopesray telescopes
XX--ray crystallographyray crystallography

Reveals information Reveals information 
about molecular about molecular 
structure of a structure of a 
substancesubstance

XX--ray microscoperay microscope
Uses Uses elecromagneticelecromagnetic
radiation from the soft radiation from the soft 
xx--ray band to produce ray band to produce 
images of very small images of very small 
objectsobjects

Above: ROSAT image of x-ray 
fluorescence from the moon.

X-ray diffraction image 
from myoglobin



Risks of exposureRisks of exposure

Kill living cellsKill living cells
Direct carcinogenDirect carcinogen
High ionizing powerHigh ionizing power

DNA abnormalities:DNA abnormalities:
CancerCancer
Birth defectsBirth defects

Above: Mihran Kassabian (1870-1910), 
x-ray exposure





Significance and importanceSignificance and importance
First device to view interior of a First device to view interior of a 
living subjectliving subject
Introduction to the field of Introduction to the field of 
radiologyradiology

CT scanCT scan
MRIMRI

Discovery of molecular shape of Discovery of molecular shape of 
penicillinpenicillin
Rosalind Franklin used xRosalind Franklin used x--ray ray 
crystallography to determine crystallography to determine 
structure of DNAstructure of DNA



CT ScanCT Scan

XX--rays to the next level!rays to the next level!



CT scanCT scan
Computed TomographyComputed Tomography

Greek Greek tomostomos (slice) (slice) graphiagraphia (describing)(describing)



CAT ScanCAT Scan

CComputed omputed AAxial xial TTomographyomography
Is used to create a crossIs used to create a cross--
sectional viewsectional view

X-ray (lateral) of abdomen CT scan of abdomen



More examples of CAT ScanMore examples of CAT Scan

CT scan of lung CT scan of lung 
with interstitial with interstitial 
lung diseaselung disease

CT scan of CT scan of 
normal lungnormal lung



CAT ScanCAT Scan

Uses many of these crossUses many of these cross--
sections, or slices, to create an sections, or slices, to create an 
overall 3D imageoverall 3D image

XX--rays only use one angle, and rays only use one angle, and 
one image one image 
CT scan uses hundreds of angles CT scan uses hundreds of angles 
and images all summed up to and images all summed up to 
create one detailed and highly create one detailed and highly 
useful 3D imageuseful 3D image



A Shadowy Prediction...A Shadowy Prediction...

CT Scans use shadow CT Scans use shadow 
projections to achieve the projections to achieve the 
desired imagedesired image
As shown, different angles of As shown, different angles of 
light projected on the same light projected on the same 
object give different shadowsobject give different shadows

however, CT scans use xhowever, CT scans use x--rays rays 
rather than visible light, so that the rather than visible light, so that the 
images can be made of inside the images can be made of inside the 
bodybody



Making a 2D CrossMaking a 2D Cross--Sectional SliceSectional Slice

In order to get a complete In order to get a complete 
and comprehensive view, and comprehensive view, 
several views (usually several views (usually 
360, one for each degree 360, one for each degree 
in a circle) are taken and in a circle) are taken and 
summed up.  summed up.  
Each full rotation Each full rotation 
produces one full sliceproduces one full slice



CT Scan MachineCT Scan Machine



CT Scan MachineCT Scan Machine



Producing a CT imageProducing a CT image

After the machine rotates, an After the machine rotates, an 
image is generated on a monitorimage is generated on a monitor

This is done by the use of This is done by the use of voxelsvoxels
(1024 x 1024 volume elements)(1024 x 1024 volume elements)
numerous numerous xrayxray photons are photons are 
passed through each passed through each voxelvoxel, and , and 
the level of intensity per the level of intensity per voxelvoxel
transmitted (measured by transmitted (measured by 
detectors) gives a density (or detectors) gives a density (or 
attenuation) value for each attenuation) value for each voxelvoxel



Producing a CT image contProducing a CT image cont’’dd
This attenuation value is denoted This attenuation value is denoted µµ, , 
and it varies according to number and it varies according to number 
of xof x--ray photons transmitted ray photons transmitted 
through the different body tissuesthrough the different body tissues
thus, a density distribution is thus, a density distribution is 
created by the difference in density created by the difference in density 
of the tissues themselvesof the tissues themselves

this distribution now according to the this distribution now according to the 
voxelsvoxels is converted to a is converted to a 
corresponding matrix of picture corresponding matrix of picture 
elements (pixels)elements (pixels)



Producing a CT image contProducing a CT image cont’’dd
Each pixel is assigned a CT Each pixel is assigned a CT 
number (with units Hounsfield number (with units Hounsfield 
Units or HU), which is the Units or HU), which is the 
average of all average of all uu’’ss in its in its 
corresponding corresponding voxelvoxel
The values obtained are The values obtained are 
compared to water, which has a compared to water, which has a 
CT number arbitrarily set at 0CT number arbitrarily set at 0
In this way, doctors can use a In this way, doctors can use a 
scale to detect normality and scale to detect normality and 
abnormalityabnormality



CT number scaleCT number scale



The overall resultThe overall result

A crossA cross--sectional slice is sectional slice is 
createdcreated



--Several of these slices summed put together, like an Several of these slices summed put together, like an 
integral, creates the desired 3D image (done by the integral, creates the desired 3D image (done by the 
computer, which    uses computer, which    uses multiplanarmultiplanar reformatting to do all of reformatting to do all of 
this for us  this for us  



Some new advancementsSome new advancements

Previously, each slice had to be Previously, each slice had to be 
taken individuallytaken individually
now, a spiral/helical CT scan is now, a spiral/helical CT scan is 
done, where the person is done, where the person is 
pushed through at a speed pushed through at a speed 
complimentary to the desired complimentary to the desired 
resolutionresolution
this way, the computer does this way, the computer does 
virtually everything, with greater virtually everything, with greater 
precision, speed, and resolution precision, speed, and resolution 



Spiral/Helical CT ScanSpiral/Helical CT Scan

After After BeforeBefore



Even more advancementsEven more advancements

Even more recently, multiple Even more recently, multiple 
helical CT scans are being used helical CT scans are being used 
for greater efficiencyfor greater efficiency
each helix accounts for a slice; each helix accounts for a slice; 
with more helices, the area with more helices, the area 
covered and thus the number of covered and thus the number of 
slices per rotation increasesslices per rotation increases



MultipleMultiple--Helical CT ScanHelical CT Scan



Increased Technology= Better Increased Technology= Better 
diagnosticsdiagnostics

SpecificationsSpecifications
First CT Scanner First CT Scanner 

(circa 1970)(circa 1970)
State of the Art CT Scanner State of the Art CT Scanner 

--20012001

Time to acquire one CT imageTime to acquire one CT image 5 minutes5 minutes 0.5 seconds0.5 seconds

Pixel sizePixel size 3 mm x 3 mm3 mm x 3 mm 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm0.5 mm x 0.5 mm

Number of pixels in an imageNumber of pixels in an image 6,4006,400 256,000256,000



CT Scan of Human BrainCT Scan of Human Brain

Circa 1975, the Circa 1975, the 
early days of early days of 
the CT scanthe CT scan

Present Day CT Present Day CT 
ScanScan



First EMI CT scannerFirst EMI CT scanner

PencilPencil--thin radiation thin radiation 
beambeam
Single detectorSingle detector
11°° rotationrotation
Translate/rotate methodTranslate/rotate method

Translate across patientTranslate across patient
Rotate around patientRotate around patient

5 minutes for pair of 5 minutes for pair of 
imagesimages



Second generation CT scanSecond generation CT scan

Multiple Multiple 
detectorsdetectors
FanFan--shaped shaped 
radiation beamradiation beam
Translate/rotate Translate/rotate 
methodmethod
3030°° rotationrotation
20 seconds per 20 seconds per 
sliceslice



Third generation CT scanThird generation CT scan

FanFan--shaped shaped 
radiation beamradiation beam
Multiple rotating Multiple rotating 
detectorsdetectors

No translationNo translation

Simultaneous Simultaneous 
measurementmeasurement
Rotate/rotate methodRotate/rotate method

0.5 seconds per 0.5 seconds per 
rotationrotation



Fourth generation CT scanFourth generation CT scan

FanFan--shaped beamshaped beam
Stationary detector Stationary detector 
ringring
Rotating xRotating x--ray tuberay tube
Reduces ring Reduces ring artefactartefact

gain in error at one gain in error at one 
position in many position in many 
adjacent views. adjacent views. 

Rotate/stationaryRotate/stationary



Benefits and risksBenefits and risks

Detailed views of tissuesDetailed views of tissues
NonNon--invasiveinvasive
Quick and simpleQuick and simple

Iodine allergic reactionIodine allergic reaction
Nursing mothersNursing mothers
XX--ray exposureray exposure



Medical applicationsMedical applications
Cranial CTCranial CT

Cerebral vascular Cerebral vascular 
accidentsaccidents
Intracranial Intracranial 
hemorrhagehemorrhage
tumorstumors

Chest CTChest CT
PneumoniaPneumonia
Pulmonary Pulmonary 
embolismembolism
Iodine IV contrastIodine IV contrast

Abdominal and Abdominal and 
Pelvic CTPelvic CT

Abdominal Abdominal 
diseasesdiseases
OsteoporosisOsteoporosis
Diluted bariumDiluted barium





Modern technologyModern technology

Cardiac CTCardiac CT
Philips 64Philips 64--slice CT slice CT 
scannerscanner

Instant 3Instant 3--D images of D images of 
blood vesselsblood vessels
Image of heart, lung, Image of heart, lung, 
brain:brain:

5 seconds5 seconds
Entire body scan:Entire body scan:

30 seconds30 seconds



Improved medical researchImproved medical research
HeartHeart
CancerCancer

Predict vs. ResponsePredict vs. Response

Above: CT Angiography



Magnetic Resonance ImagingMagnetic Resonance Imaging

PMPM 20020088



What Is It?What Is It?

MRIMRI is based on the principles is based on the principles 
of nuclear magnetic resonance of nuclear magnetic resonance 
((NMRNMR))

""NuclearNuclear" : the nuclei of " : the nuclei of 
certain atoms reacted in that certain atoms reacted in that 
wayway

""MagneticMagnetic" : a magnetic field " : a magnetic field 
is requiredis required

""ResonanceResonance" : the direct " : the direct 
frequency dependence of the frequency dependence of the 
magnetic and radiofrequency magnetic and radiofrequency 
fieldsfields

The technique was called 
magnetic resonance imaging
rather than nuclear magnetic 
resonance imaging (NMRI) 
because of the negative 
connotations associated with 
the word nuclear in the late 
1970's.



What it does, an overview:What it does, an overview:
•• Magnetic resonance imaging is an Magnetic resonance imaging is an 
imaging technique used primarily in imaging technique used primarily in 
medical settings to produce medical settings to produce high quality high quality 
images of the inside of the human images of the inside of the human 
bodybody. . 

•• The resultant MR image is based on The resultant MR image is based on 
multiple tissue parametersmultiple tissue parameters any of which any of which 
can modify tissue contrast. can modify tissue contrast. 

•• MRI has advanced beyond a MRI has advanced beyond a 
tomographictomographic imaging technique to a imaging technique to a 
volume imaging techniquevolume imaging technique. . 

•• MR scanners MR scanners use radio signals use radio signals 
emitted from the body's cells toemitted from the body's cells to enable enable 
a nona non--invasive invasive mappingmapping of the human of the human 
body in meticulous detail. body in meticulous detail. 

•• The MRI system goes through the The MRI system goes through the 
patient's body patient's body point by pointpoint by point, building up , building up 
a 2a 2--D or 3D or 3--D map of tissue types. D map of tissue types. 



Benefits  Benefits  



BenefitsBenefits
#1. Better Data:#1. Better Data:

•• images generated are images generated are 
complete, complete, detailed and detailed and 
preciseprecise..

•• method of choice for the method of choice for the 
diagnosisdiagnosis of of many typesmany types of of 
injuries and conditions injuries and conditions 
because of the ability to because of the ability to tailortailor
the exam to the particular the exam to the particular 
medical question being askedmedical question being asked



BenefitsBenefits
•• MRI can image in MRI can image in any planeany plane of of 

the body.the body.
•• In theIn the

1.)1.) sagitallsagitall plane (slicing the plane (slicing the 
bread sidebread side--toto--side lengthwise) side lengthwise) 
2.)2.) coronallycoronally (the layers of a (the layers of a 
layer cake) layer cake) 
or any degree in between, or any degree in between, 
without the patient moving. without the patient moving. 

• Physics allows this:

These benefits are possible due to the physics 
design behind the MRI: using a magnetic field
and assessing the position of many hydrogen 
atoms. Because there are millions of hydrogen 
atoms in the body (especially contained in water 
molecules), the MRI can work point by point, and 
is thus very detailed.



BenefitsBenefits
Safety and Health:Safety and Health:

MRI MRI does notdoes not involve exposing the patient to involve exposing the patient to ionizing ionizing 
(potentially(potentially harmful) radiationharmful) radiation, as do most non, as do most non--
invasive cardiac imaging tests.invasive cardiac imaging tests.

Instead, it uses a Instead, it uses a magnetic field through the bodymagnetic field through the body. . 
There are no knownThere are no known biological hazards to humans biological hazards to humans 
from being exposed to magnetic fieldsfrom being exposed to magnetic fields ofof the the 
strength used in medical imaging today. strength used in medical imaging today. 



Physics Behind Physics Behind 
MRIMRI
Proton spinProton spin

Radio FrequencyRadio Frequency
EnergyEnergy

T1 and T2 ProcessesT1 and T2 Processes
Creating an imageCreating an image



Overview of SpinOverview of Spin

Spin is a fundamental Spin is a fundamental 
property of nature.property of nature.

Spin can be either Spin can be either 
positive or negative (up positive or negative (up 
or down).or down).

Two particles with spins Two particles with spins 
having opposite signs having opposite signs 
pair up and eliminate the pair up and eliminate the 
total observable spin.total observable spin.



MRI Uses HydrogenMRI Uses Hydrogen

MRI detects Hydrogen MRI detects Hydrogen 
atoms because its atoms because its 
nucleus has just one nucleus has just one 
proton and it has a very proton and it has a very 
high magnetic momenthigh magnetic moment

Magnetic moment refers Magnetic moment refers 
to how likely the proton is to how likely the proton is 
to line up in the direction to line up in the direction 
of the magnetic fieldof the magnetic field



MRI Magnetic FieldMRI Magnetic Field
The magnetic field The magnetic field 
is along the center is along the center 
of the MRI tube of the MRI tube 
where the patient where the patient 
layslays

The Hydrogen The Hydrogen 
atoms within the atoms within the 
patientpatient’’s body will s body will 
line up, facing line up, facing 
either up (toward either up (toward 
the patientthe patient’’s head) s head) 
or down (toward or down (toward 
the feet)the feet)



Protons With Opposite Spin Protons With Opposite Spin 
CancelCancel

A proton facing up A proton facing up 
and a proton facing and a proton facing 
down cancel each down cancel each 
other outother out

Out of a million Out of a million 
protons, a few will protons, a few will 
not cancel outnot cancel out

There are so many There are so many 
Hydrogen atoms in Hydrogen atoms in 
the body that these the body that these 
few out of every few out of every 
million add up and million add up and 
are used to create are used to create 
the MRI image.the MRI image.



Radio frequencyRadio frequency

A radio frequency is A radio frequency is 
applied by the MRI applied by the MRI 
machine that is machine that is 
designed to excite designed to excite 
Hydrogen atoms.Hydrogen atoms.

This frequency causes This frequency causes 
the Hydrogen protons the Hydrogen protons 
to absorb the to absorb the 
necessary amount of necessary amount of 
energy that is required energy that is required 
for them to spin in a for them to spin in a 
different direction.different direction.

resonance frequency resonance frequency 
of Hydrogen ranges of Hydrogen ranges 
from about 2MHz to from about 2MHz to 
85MHz 85MHz 



Energy AbsorptionEnergy Absorption
The formula The formula 
E=E=hhγγBB represents represents 
the amount of the amount of 
energy that is energy that is 
needed for a needed for a 
transition between transition between 
two spin states.two spin states.

Absorption of Absorption of 
energy happens energy happens 
when the energy when the energy 
difference between difference between 
the high and low the high and low 
energy spin states energy spin states 
is the same as the is the same as the 
energy of the energy of the 
photon.photon.



LarmourLarmour FrequencyFrequency
The frequency and The frequency and 
energy of the photon energy of the photon 
are related by the are related by the 
equation: E=equation: E=hvhv, where , where 
h is Plankh is Plank’’s constant (h s constant (h 
= 6.626x10= 6.626x10--34 J s). 34 J s). 

In MRI the frequency In MRI the frequency 
of resonance (v) is of resonance (v) is 
known as known as LarmourLarmour
frequency.frequency.

Describes the Describes the 
frequency where the frequency where the 
dipole moments dipole moments 
precessprecess or change the or change the 
direction of their axis of direction of their axis of 
rotation rotation 



LarmorLarmor EquationEquation
ωω= = gBgB
ωω-- angular frequency of angular frequency of 
precessingprecessing protonproton
gg-- gyromagneticgyromagnetic ratioratio-- a constant a constant 
depending on nucleusdepending on nucleus
BB-- magnetic field strengthmagnetic field strength

describes frequency of describes frequency of 
electromagnetic (RF) pulses that electromagnetic (RF) pulses that 
are used to bring the protons are used to bring the protons 
into a noninto a non--aligned high energy aligned high energy 
statestate



Equilibrium MagnetizationEquilibrium Magnetization

When the system is in When the system is in 
equilibrium, the equilibrium, the 
magnetization is known magnetization is known 
as Mo, and it points in the as Mo, and it points in the 
same direction as the same direction as the 
applied magnetic field applied magnetic field 
(Bo). (Bo). 

In equilibrium Mo lies in In equilibrium Mo lies in 
the z plane.  It is known the z plane.  It is known 
as the longitudinal as the longitudinal 
magnetization.magnetization.



T1 ProcessT1 Process
If sufficient energy is If sufficient energy is 
supplied to the system, supplied to the system, 
MzMz can be brought to 0.can be brought to 0.

T1 is the time constant T1 is the time constant 
that describes how that describes how MzMz
returns to its equilibrium returns to its equilibrium 
value, Mo, after it has value, Mo, after it has 
been brought to 0.been brought to 0.

This process is described This process is described 
by the equation:            by the equation:            
MzMz = Mo ( 1 = Mo ( 1 -- ee--t/T1t/T1 ) ) 



T1 CharacteristicsT1 Characteristics
T1 is different for T1 is different for 
every tissue type, every tissue type, 
so it helps so it helps 
differentiate differentiate 
between tissues.between tissues.

As the magnetic As the magnetic 
field strength is field strength is 
increased, T1 increased, T1 
values tend to values tend to 
increase.increase.



T2 ProcessT2 Process
T2 is the time constant T2 is the time constant 
that describes how the that describes how the 
transverse transverse 
magnetization (magnetization (MxyMxy) ) 
returns to equilibrium.returns to equilibrium.

Also known as the spinAlso known as the spin--
spin relaxation time.spin relaxation time.

T2 can be described by T2 can be described by 
the equation:               the equation:               
MxyMxy ==MxyMxyoo ee--t/T2t/T2



T2 CharacteristicsT2 Characteristics

Usually, unlike Usually, unlike 
T1, the field T1, the field 
strength does strength does 
not have an not have an 
effect on the T2 effect on the T2 
values.values.

T1 is always T1 is always 
greater than or greater than or 
equal to T2. equal to T2. 



Translating Data into Useful Translating Data into Useful 
ImageImage

When the radio frequency is When the radio frequency is 
turned off and the protons turned off and the protons 
realign, they release energy realign, they release energy 
which is picked up by the which is picked up by the 
coils.coils.

The coils transmit this The coils transmit this 
information to computers, information to computers, 
which translate the which translate the 
information into mathematical information into mathematical 
data.  data.  

Using Fourier transforms, this Using Fourier transforms, this 
mathematical data can be mathematical data can be 
used to create an image of used to create an image of 
the effected area.the effected area.



MRA: Phase Contrast methodMRA: Phase Contrast method

Relies on velocity Relies on velocity 
induced phase shifts to induced phase shifts to 
distinguish between distinguish between 
flowing and stationary flowing and stationary 
protonsprotons

Can be displayed as:Can be displayed as:

Phase images: flow Phase images: flow 
sensitivity is a sensitivity is a 
function of directionfunction of direction
Magnitude images: Magnitude images: 
vessels with flowing vessels with flowing 
blood are brightblood are bright



MRA: Time of Flight methodMRA: Time of Flight method

Transit of blood will alter signal Transit of blood will alter signal 
intensityintensity
2D gradient echo2D gradient echo
Unsaturated versus saturated Unsaturated versus saturated 
blood protons: blood protons: ““flowflow--related related 
enhancementenhancement””
ApplicationApplication

More detailed anatomical imagesMore detailed anatomical images
4+ minutes to acquire4+ minutes to acquire



P.E.T.P.E.T.
Positron Emission TomographyPositron Emission Tomography

PMPM 20020088



What is PET?What is PET?
PET stands for Positron Emission PET stands for Positron Emission 
Tomography and is an imaging Tomography and is an imaging 
technique which uses small amounts technique which uses small amounts 
of of radiolabeledradiolabeled biologically active biologically active 
compounds (tracers) to help in the compounds (tracers) to help in the 
diagnosis of disease. The tracers diagnosis of disease. The tracers 
are introduced into the body, by are introduced into the body, by 
either injection or inhalation of a gas, either injection or inhalation of a gas, 
and a PET scanner is used to and a PET scanner is used to 
produce an image showing the produce an image showing the 
distribution of the tracer in the body. distribution of the tracer in the body. 



The Basic PET ProcessThe Basic PET Process



Basic Principle of PET (Positron Basic Principle of PET (Positron 
Emission)Emission)
Positron Emission occurs when the Positron Emission occurs when the 
Proton rich isotope (Unstable Proton rich isotope (Unstable 
Parent Nucleus) decays and a Parent Nucleus) decays and a 
Proton decays to a Neutron, a Proton decays to a Neutron, a 
Positron and a Neutrino. After Positron and a Neutrino. After 
traveling a short distance (3traveling a short distance (3--5mm), 5mm), 
the positron emitted encounters an the positron emitted encounters an 
electron from the surrounding electron from the surrounding 
environment. The two particles environment. The two particles 
combine and "annihilate" each combine and "annihilate" each 
other, resulting in the emission of other, resulting in the emission of 
two gamma rays in opposite two gamma rays in opposite 
directions of 0.511 MeV each.directions of 0.511 MeV each.



Positron Emission (continued)Positron Emission (continued)



Positron EmissionPositron Emission



Positron EmissionPositron Emission

The distance a positron travels The distance a positron travels 
depends on its energy, and depends on its energy, and 
varies between isotopes.varies between isotopes.



Positron EmissionPositron Emission

Electrons and a positron traveling Electrons and a positron traveling 
after being emitted from the nucleus after being emitted from the nucleus 
of the radioactive element.of the radioactive element.



Positron EmissionPositron Emission
The positron combines with electron The positron combines with electron 
forming forming positroniumpositronium as an as an 
intermediate. intermediate. 



Positron EmissionPositron Emission
Annihilation of and electron and a positron Annihilation of and electron and a positron 
resulting in the emission of two opposite resulting in the emission of two opposite 
gamma rays.gamma rays.



Positron EmissionPositron Emission
The image acquisition is based on the The image acquisition is based on the 
external detection in coincidence of the external detection in coincidence of the 
emitted  Gammaemitted  Gamma--rays, and a valid rays, and a valid 
annihilation event requires a coincidence annihilation event requires a coincidence 
within 12 nanoseconds between two within 12 nanoseconds between two 
detectors on opposite sides of the detectors on opposite sides of the 
scanner. For accepted coincidences, lines scanner. For accepted coincidences, lines 
of response connecting the coincidence of response connecting the coincidence 
detectors are drawn through the object detectors are drawn through the object 
and used in the image reconstruction. and used in the image reconstruction. 
Any scanner requires that the Any scanner requires that the 
radioisotope, in the field of view, does not radioisotope, in the field of view, does not 
redistribute during the scan. redistribute during the scan. 



Coincidence detection in a PET Coincidence detection in a PET 
camera camera 

Each detector generates a timed pulse Each detector generates a timed pulse 
when it registers an incident photon. These when it registers an incident photon. These 
pulses are combined in coincidence pulses are combined in coincidence 
circuitry, and are deemed to be coincidentcircuitry, and are deemed to be coincident
if they fall within a short timeif they fall within a short time--window.window.



Types of Coincidences in PETTypes of Coincidences in PET



Basic Principle of PET (Emission Basic Principle of PET (Emission 
Detection)Detection)

As positron annihilation occurs, the As positron annihilation occurs, the 
tomographtomograph detects the isotope's detects the isotope's 
location and concentration.location and concentration.



Emission DetectionEmission Detection
Shown here in schematic form, the light Shown here in schematic form, the light 
photons are converted to electrical signals photons are converted to electrical signals 
that are registered by the that are registered by the tomograph'stomograph's
electronics almost instantly.electronics almost instantly.



Emission DetectionEmission Detection
The ring of squares schematically The ring of squares schematically 
represents one ring of detectors in a PET represents one ring of detectors in a PET 
scanner, which may, for example, have scanner, which may, for example, have 
fifteen such rings for simultaneous fifteen such rings for simultaneous 
tomography of many tomography of many transaxialtransaxial slicesslices



Emission DetectionEmission Detection
Each detector Each detector 
can be operated can be operated 
in multiple in multiple 
coincidence with coincidence with 
many detectors many detectors 
across from it, across from it, 
thereby defining thereby defining 
coincidence coincidence 
sampling paths sampling paths 
over many over many 
angles.angles.



Emission DetectionEmission Detection
The The tomograph'stomograph's reconstruction software reconstruction software 
then takes the coincidence events then takes the coincidence events 
measured at all angular and linear measured at all angular and linear 
positions to reconstruct an image that positions to reconstruct an image that 
depicts the localization and concentration depicts the localization and concentration 
of the radioisotope within a plane of the of the radioisotope within a plane of the 
organ that was scanned.organ that was scanned.



PET Image ConstructionPET Image Construction
A computer receives and processes all the coincident A computer receives and processes all the coincident 
events to determine the concentration and location of the events to determine the concentration and location of the 
radioisotope in a given plane. radioisotope in a given plane. 
It then combines this data to form an image designating It then combines this data to form an image designating 
the concentration with color.the concentration with color.



OverviewOverview

Positronium decays
into two gamma rays.

A computer then constructs an image,
showing concentration and location

of the radioisotope.

Radioisotope administered
to the patient.

Gamma Rays are converted to visible light 
by scintillation detectors.

Photomultiplier tubes 
convert visible light 
into electrical pulses.

A computer analyzes
the electrical pulses

for coincidence.



Resolution EffectsResolution Effects
Four factors determine the Four factors determine the 
Resolution of a reconstructed Resolution of a reconstructed 
PET image, and they are the PET image, and they are the 
following:following:

Positron RangePositron Range

Annihilation nonAnnihilation non--coco--linearitylinearity

Detector SizeDetector Size

Block Effect ~2mmBlock Effect ~2mm



Examples of Radiotracers and Examples of Radiotracers and 
their Applicationstheir Applications

IsotopeIsotope Tracer CompoundTracer Compound Physiological Physiological 
process or process or 
functionfunction

Typical ApplicationTypical Application

11C 11C MethionineMethionine Protein SynthesisProtein Synthesis OncologyOncology

11C 11C RacloprideRaclopride D2 Receptor D2 Receptor 
AgonistAgonist

Movement DisorderMovement Disorder

13N 13N AmmoniaAmmonia Blood PerfusionBlood Perfusion Myocardial Myocardial 
perfusionperfusion

15O15O Water/ Carbon Water/ Carbon 
DioxideDioxide

Blood perfusionBlood perfusion Brain activation Brain activation 
studiesstudies

18 F18 F Fluorine IonFluorine Ion Bone metabolismBone metabolism OncologyOncology

18F18F FluoroFluoro--deoxydeoxy--
glucoseglucose

Glucose Glucose 
metabolismmetabolism

Oncology, Oncology, 
Neurology, Neurology, 
CardiologyCardiology



Clinical Applications of PETClinical Applications of PET

Cancer:Cancer:
Lung CancerLung Cancer
Colorectal CancerColorectal Cancer
Breast CancerBreast Cancer
Prostate CancerProstate Cancer

Heart Disease:Heart Disease:
Coronary Artery DiseaseCoronary Artery Disease

Brain Disorders:Brain Disorders:
AlzheimerAlzheimer’’ss
ParkinsonParkinson’’ss



StrokeStroke

A stroke is a sudden disruption in blood flow to A stroke is a sudden disruption in blood flow to 
the brain caused by a blockage or bleeding of a the brain caused by a blockage or bleeding of a 
blood vessel blood vessel 
Areas of the brain that are affected by the Areas of the brain that are affected by the 
blockage or bleeding can become damaged blockage or bleeding can become damaged 
within minutes within minutes 
Symptoms: numbness, weakness, problems with Symptoms: numbness, weakness, problems with 
vision, speech difficulties, vomiting, loss of vision, speech difficulties, vomiting, loss of 
balance/coordination, and severe headachesbalance/coordination, and severe headaches

What is it?



Area of brain deprived of blood

Blood Clot

Blood Vessel

Blood unable to pass clot



Atherosclerotic Clot

Coronal section of the brain 
showing middle cerebral 
artery

Blood Clot



StrokeStroke

It is commonly believed that postIt is commonly believed that post--stroke stroke 
seizures occur due to seizures occur due to glioticgliotic changes or changes or 
scarring of cerebral cortex. However, PET scarring of cerebral cortex. However, PET 
evaluation using evaluation using 5555Co as a tracer in Co as a tracer in 
patients with old stroke presented with patients with old stroke presented with 
latelate--onset epilepsy showed that in many onset epilepsy showed that in many 
cases, epilepsy is the result of recurrent cases, epilepsy is the result of recurrent 
strokes in the same vascular territory strokes in the same vascular territory 



Cancer Cancer 
The most dangerous aspect of The most dangerous aspect of 
cancer is how it spreads cancer is how it spreads 
throughout the organ systems of throughout the organ systems of 
the body.the body.
Pet is medical imaging modality Pet is medical imaging modality 
that inspects all organ systems that inspects all organ systems 
of the body to search for cancer of the body to search for cancer 
in a single examination.in a single examination.
Pet can tell where is the tumor, Pet can tell where is the tumor, 
if it is benign or malignant and if if it is benign or malignant and if 
the chemotherapy treatment is the chemotherapy treatment is 
working. working. 



Cancer (continued)Cancer (continued)
Prior to PET, CT scans would have been Prior to PET, CT scans would have been 
taken continuously until a tumor is large taken continuously until a tumor is large 
enough to be detected; with PET, a single enough to be detected; with PET, a single 
scan of the whole body is enough to tell scan of the whole body is enough to tell 
where the tumor is, and at a way earlier where the tumor is, and at a way earlier 
stage.stage.



Heart DiseasesHeart Diseases

PET is the most PET is the most 
accurate test to accurate test to 
reveal coronary reveal coronary 
artery disease or artery disease or 
rule out its rule out its 
presence. The presence. The 
PET images show PET images show 
inadequate blood inadequate blood 
flow to the heart flow to the heart 
during stress during stress 
undetected by undetected by 
other nonother non--invasive invasive 
cardiac tests.cardiac tests.



Brain Disorders (AlzheimerBrain Disorders (Alzheimer’’s)s)
PET scans show a very PET scans show a very 

consistent diagnostic pattern consistent diagnostic pattern 
for Alzheimerfor Alzheimer’’s disease, s disease, 

where certain regions of the where certain regions of the 
brain have decreased brain have decreased 

metabolism early in the metabolism early in the 
disease. In fact, this pattern disease. In fact, this pattern 

often can be recognized often can be recognized 
several years before a several years before a 

physician is able to confirm physician is able to confirm 
the diagnosis and is also the diagnosis and is also 

used to differentiate used to differentiate 
AlzheimerAlzheimer’’s from other s from other 
confounding types of confounding types of 

dementia or depression.dementia or depression.



Brain Disorders (ParkinsonBrain Disorders (Parkinson’’s)s)
PET scans can tell if PET scans can tell if 
a patient has a patient has 
ParkinsonParkinson’’s disease. s disease. 
FF--DOPA a labeled DOPA a labeled 
amino acid called is amino acid called is 
used with PET to see used with PET to see 
if the brain has a if the brain has a 
deficiency in deficiency in 
dopamine production. dopamine production. 
If it doesnIf it doesn’’t, then the t, then the 
patient doesnpatient doesn’’t have t have 
ParkinsonParkinson’’s disease.s disease.



Advantages and Disadvantages Advantages and Disadvantages 
of PETof PET

Advantages:Advantages:
PET imaging is unique in that it PET imaging is unique in that it 
shows the chemical functioning of shows the chemical functioning of 
organs and tissues organs and tissues in vivoin vivo, while , while 
other imaging techniques other imaging techniques –– such such 
as Xas X--ray, CT and MRI ray, CT and MRI –– show show 
structure. structure. 

increased sensitivity and accurate increased sensitivity and accurate 
attenuation correction provided by attenuation correction provided by 
the PET imaging modality.the PET imaging modality.



ImagingImaging AdvantagesAdvantages DisadvantagesDisadvantages

PETPET --Shows organ functionalityShows organ functionality
--Gives nervous system detail Gives nervous system detail 

--Uses ionizing radiationUses ionizing radiation
--Expensive and uncommonExpensive and uncommon
--Poor resolutionPoor resolution
--Requires care with radioRequires care with radio--
nuclides nuclides 

MRIMRI --Shows 3D images with high resolutionShows 3D images with high resolution
--Can Can ‘‘removeremove’’ unwanted layersunwanted layers
--Excellent soft tissue contrastExcellent soft tissue contrast
--Can show functionality of nervous Can show functionality of nervous 
system in detailssystem in details
--Safe for patients, painless, nonSafe for patients, painless, non--invasiveinvasive

--Very expensiveVery expensive
--Scanning takes a long timeScanning takes a long time
--Hazards with implantsHazards with implants
--Claustrophobia Claustrophobia 
--High skill in using it is High skill in using it is 
needed needed 
--Cannot be used with Cannot be used with 
patients with metallic patients with metallic 
devicesdevices

XX--RayRay --CheapCheap
--Simple to useSimple to use
--Readily availableReadily available
--Rapid imagingRapid imaging
--Good bone resolution Good bone resolution 

--Uses ionizing radiationUses ionizing radiation
--Radiation dose is Radiation dose is 
cumulativecumulative
--Does not show soft tissue Does not show soft tissue 
wellwell
--Does not show functioning Does not show functioning 


